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Abstract - This research was held in several Senior High School in the North Sulawesi Province. The teacher creativity playing the important role in order to create the goal in teaching efforts at schools, because the teachers not just teach but acknowledge the student as well. Based on that, every teacher had to having their own creativity to enroll their duty as a professional educator. School climate being one of the factors which is affected the creativity of the teacher. Aimed of this research was to know the description about the influence of school organization climate to teacher creativity, used survey method and quantitative approach. Therefore, to collected the data was using instrument such as a questionnaire with Likert scale. The result was showed that there is positive influence between school organization climate and teacher creativity with coefficient value $0.183$ and $t$-value $2.151 > value$ of table. Teacher creativity being the most important parts of teaching activity even more could be the entrance to improving the target result of the student in learning. The good and conducive school climate while running the duty could create better interaction to be more educative and effective, hand in hand with good school organization climate would give the room for creativity and innovation to encourage the teacher to become more creative and innovative.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To develop the quality of education it is really depend on idea and the creativity from related people; national level, region and school. A half result from educational system is still lack in national scale or school. It is not depend to the teacher’s teaching ability but occur by lack of creativity in learning process.

To develop idea and teacher creativity being the main point to reach out the good quality of education. By creativity, teacher can create new method of effective and dynamic learning process which can make students more enjoy able. Teacher’s creativity related to design and preparing the materials, manage the class by using variative method and strategy to develop the instrument. Those creativities should be understanding by the teachers especially the goal and result that will be expected [1].

To create the good quality of education is not easy as we thought. It depends on some components as well as teacher’s ability. It is important to build up the quality of education start from the teacher. It the terms of battle, teachers are the front line in the war to determine will be win or lose the battle. The Presence of teacher as the top of the spear of success, education should be known as personal calling not as teacher’s obligation.

Teacher is a profession who directly keep in touch with human related to their need to develop for being mature by learning process. Learning process by the teacher to the students is effective, interactive and cognitive. Besides, teacher has a role as determiner of success in organization because they directly interacted with the students to be graduated as expected. The creativity of the teacher should be optimal. The teacher had important role and should has high motivation.

Teacher has a responsibility to enrich the goal target in school. Teacher’s responsibility is not only about teaching, but to educate which are sharing the knowledge, culture and togetherness. It means that the teacher should has creativity to be professional on the job.

Creativity related to self confidence, without self confidence nobody will not think creatively, and will always worries about many things. Self confidence means able to transfer what we know and practice. Self confidence comes when we decided to do something. Self confidence is not necessary because we are smart but by realizing to learn and do something better. It means that self confidence comes when we had a big desire to make a change.

Besides, the creative teacher should have ability and know how to do innovative and creative learning process in a class to enrich the target. The teacher should able to encourage and find out the best way to push and develop their achievement [2]. Teacher competence is ability to manage the class. The main point is teacher ability in learning process (learning what to be learnt), but teacher should able to create and using positive situation to bring students and develop their competence. With teacher competence useful for students to develop their professional ability. It means that in globalization era we need the teacher who smart, creative, and have a big desire empowering the people.

In facts, many of teachers’ creativity are low. Which is not maximum. Besides, teaching and learning
process are passive, less of interest, less of motivation, less of suitable time, less of students’ interaction, less of innovative method which is finally impacted to the unsuccessful result. Those point indicated that teacher less of optimal and creative in learning process.

Good school climate impacted the good space and creative time to the teacher doing the obligation until the goal of education rich out. If the school climate unsustainable it causes contrary to the teacher.

Is the school climate impact to teacher’s creativity? The aim of this research is to describe the influence of school climate to teacher’s creativity.

II. RESEARCH METHODS

In conducting this research used survey method approach by quantitative correlation technique. By using correlation technique will impact to the result of related variation with other variation coefficient. To collect the data using questionnaire. The list of question according to the researcher variable which are: (1) teacher creativity measured by questionnaire filling out by the principal. (2) school climate measured the teachers as respondent. The questionnaire is a list a question given to the respondent to the result. (3) The total population is 525 people. The sample taken is 84 responded from 9 Senior High School in Manado, North Sulawesi. The questionnaire has been filled san submitted to next step of analysis.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The result of this research showed that School Climate has positive impact through teacher’s creativity. It is showed by data hypothesis examination that School Climate has positive impact through teacher’s creativity with coefficient impact 0.183 and t count is 2.151 > grade t table is 1.66. These data showed if school climate is stable can impact to increase teacher’s creativity.

This research is parallel with Putri’s research, stated that correlation between Work Climate and Creativity in SD Negeri District Tanjung Harapan Solo categorized good. It means that work climate at the school contribute impact significantly toward teacher’s creativity. Then Putri stated by creating work climate to stable will make teacher’s creativity improve [3].

One of important part from school climate is teacher’s spirit of work. Reference [4] stated work spirit variable and creativity have positive correlation which is positive and significant means that when someone work spirit is high teacher’s creativity will be high as well.

Good and stable school climate will be impacted to effective, educative and good interaction, also school climate can give good space for teacher’s creativity and innovation to reach the goal of education. On the contrary, will be happened if school climate doesn’t stable for a teacher [5]. Reference [6] stated that good organization is organization which support development of creativity. In other side, reference [7] describes that school is social organization which designed to obtain education activities for enrich the goal.

Good and stable school climate will create educative and creative interaction, also school climate can give space to teacher’s creativity and innovation to enrich the goal of education [8]. On the contrary, will be happened if school climate doesn’t stable for a teacher.

The importance of principal, teachers, and staff to take care of school climate in organization as the picture of the goal of organization. The goal of organization determining by school management as school climate creator to encourage stable situation.

In creating stable situation principal should taking care about school leadership. Similarly, stated by reference [9] in her research stated that there is a positive impact and significant between principal leadership and school climate toward effective school.

Effective and efficient school development encourage by some variable related to education system which is included school climate. School climate change has to do as a quick response of low quality of education. This is supported by basic change of several life aspect which asking for education adaption and school climate to be stable to support learning system. Stable Culture and School climate are important to help students enjoy and stay positive toward the teachers, parents and society to be received. This thing will be happened through habit, positive role, relation and team work by respect each other [10].

Condition of work area at school showed the school climate that will be impacted teacher’s creativity doing their job. Through teacher’s creativity learning process in class will be more effective and fun as model of impacted learning system to students’ lifestyle. Teacher’ creativity is important thing in learning process as the window to increase students study result.

Teacher’s creativity and School Climate can create teacher’s professionalism then impact to the result. In this case the goal of learning process. Dewi stated that teacher professionalism and school climate have impacted effective grade to 83.8%. It is recommended to the teachers increase their professionalism through creativity development while the school can build good school climate through habit and culture by school staff [11].

The quality of education sustains when the process of education united and the role of teacher as the first thing to create the perception that school climate influenced learning process. It means, teacher perception of work area in school will show how school climate impact teacher’s work. Through teacher’s creativity in class will create fun activities to impacted students learning result in life. Teacher’s creativity is important thing in learning process as the door in way to increase students learning result.

IV. CONCLUSION

After conducting this research, it can be concluded that School Climate has positive impact towards teacher’s creativity. It means that if school climate is conducive school climate will increase teacher’s creativity.
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